We prove the existence of critical points of the N -vortex Hamiltonian
Introduction
The dynamics of N point-vortices x 1 , . . . , x N ∈ Ω in a bounded domain Ω ⊂ R 2 in the plane is governed by a Hamiltonian system (1.1)
Here Γ i ∈ R \ {0} denotes the strength of the i-th vortex x i , the sign determining the orientation of the vortex. The Hamiltonian is given by the Kirchhoff-Routh path function
where G(x, y) = g(x, y) − 1 2π log |x − y| is the Green function of the Dirichlet Laplacian in Ω. Here g : Ω × Ω → R is the regular part, and h : Ω → R, h(x) = g(x, x), denotes the Robin function. Moreover ψ 0 ∈ C 1 (Ω) is a harmonic function on Ω modeling the boundary flux. In case of a solid boundary one has ψ 0 = 0. H KR is defined on the configuration space F N Ω = (x 1 , . . . , x N ) ∈ Ω N : x i = x j for i = j .
The domain Ω need neither be simply connected nor symmetric. More generally, G can be a hydrodynamic Green function (see [13] ), or even a function having certain properties of Green functions. Based on first ideas of Helmholtz [14] about vortices, the system has been deduced by Kirchhoff [15] , Routh [23] , and Lin [18, 19] from the Euler equations The point vortex ansatz ω = N k=1 Γ k δ x k , where δ x k is the usual Dirac delta, leads to (1.1) for the point vortices x k (t). We refer to [13, [20] [21] [22] 24] for modern treatments of vorticity methods.
There are many results about point vortex dynamics if Ω = R 2 is the plane, or if Ω is a special domain like the disc, the half-disc, an annulus, an infinite strip. In these cases the Green function, hence the Hamiltonian, is either explicitely known or one has good representations of it. There are also many results of numerical nature, due to the multiple applications of point vortex methods in science and engineering. We just refer to the surveys [1, 2, 22] and the literature cited therein.
In this paper we present new conditions on the vortex strengths Γ i such that H KR has a critical point. Our results extend considerably earlier ones from [4, 6, 10] where only special cases have been treated, all dealing with Γ i ∈ {±1} and ψ 0 = 0. Observe that F N Ω ⊂ Ω
N is an open bounded subset of R 2N , and that H KR is singular and not bounded from above nor below. Therefore the existence of critical points is highly nontrivial, in particular since we require no symmetry nor any geometrical or topological properties of the domain. Our results hold for functions F : F N Ω → R which are C 1 -close to H KR on certain compact subsets of F N Ω. This allows to apply the methods from Cao, Liu and Wei [7, 8] on the desingularization of stationary point vortex solutions and to obtain stationary solutions of the Euler equations (1.3), (1.4) . This is done by constructing families ψ ε of stream functions with vortex blobs which converge as ε → 0 towards the stationary point vortices we construct. The velocity v will be irrotational outside these vortex blobs.
The paper is organized as follows. First, in Section 2 we state our main results Theorems 2.1 to 2.3 about the existence of critical points of Hamiltonians of the N -vortex type, and we state in Theorem 2.4 our results about solutions of the incompressible Euler equations. Next, in Section 3 we prove a compactness result for the class of Hamiltonians we consider. This is very technical but in a sense the core of our paper. Section 4 contains the proofs of Theorems 2.1 to 2.3. Finally in Section 5 we desingularize the stationary point vortex solutions by proving Theorem 2.4.
Statement of results
Let Ω ⊂ R 2 be a bounded domain with C 2 -boundary. We fix ε 0 > 0 small so that the reflection at ∂Ω is well defined in Ω 0 := {x ∈ Ω : dist(x, ∂Ω) < ε 0 } and maps to the complement of Ω; we denote it by
It is of class C 1 since ∂Ω is of class C 2 . We write
for the orthogonal projection onto the boundary, and
for the interior normal; more precisely, ν(x) is the interior unit normal at p(x) ∈ ∂Ω for x ∈ Ω 0 . Clearly,
Let N ≥ 2 and Γ 1 , . . . , Γ N ∈ R \ {0} be given. We consider a Hamiltonian of the N -vortex type, i. e. a function H : F N Ω → R of the form
where f ∈ C 1 (Ω N ) and
is a generalized Green's function by which we mean that the following properties hold.
(A1) G is bounded from below and symmetric, i. e. G(x, y) = G(y, x).
(A2) g : Ω × Ω → R is a C 1 -function, bounded from above, and h(x) = g(x, x) → −∞ as dist(x, ∂Ω) → 0.
(A3) For every ε > 0 there is a constant C 1 = C 1 (Ω, ε) > 0 such that
for every x ∈ Ω with dist(x, ∂Ω) ≥ ε and |G(x, y)| + |∇ x G(x, y)| + |∇ y G(x, y)| ≤ C 1 for every x, y ∈ Ω with |x − y| ≥ ε.
(A4) There exists a constant
It is well known that these assumptions hold for the Dirichlet Green's function, more generally for a hydrodynamic Green's function (see [13] for the definition); details can be found in [6, 16] . Our first theorem deals with a rather simple case. Theorem 2.1. Suppose N = 2 and Γ 1 Γ 2 < 0. There exists a compact subset K ⊂ F 2 (Ω) and δ > 0 such that the following holds: 
In the case N = 4 we need an additional hypothesis on the vorticities: i . This case has already been treated in [6] . The proof of [6, Theorem 1.2] has a gap, however, which is being fixed in this paper using a different method though. Related results concerning point vortex equilibria on general bounded domains can also be found in [16] and, if the domain is symmetric, in [17] . These papers complement our results in that different conditions on the set of vorticities are considered. Earlier results dealing with the case of Ω not being simply connected and all Γ i = 1 can be found in [9, 12] . Periodic solutions of (HS) for any given N with all Γ i = 1, on bounded and unbounded domains, have been constructed in [5] .
The point vortex equilibria obtained in Theorems 2.1-2.3 can be regularized as limits of vorticity distributions of smooth steady state solutions of the incompressible Euler equations in the following way. Let G be the Green function of −∆ in Ω with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions and let ψ 0 ∈ C 2 (Ω) be harmonic in Ω. We consider the Kirchhoff-Routh path function H KR :
We write ∂ψ0 ∂τ : ∂Ω → R 2 for the tangential derivative of ψ 0 on ∂Ω, and we set (w 1 , w 2 ) ⊥ = J(w 1 , w 2 ) := (w 2 , −w 1 ). Then for ε > 0 small there exists a stationary solution v ε : Ω → R 2 of (1.3) with pressure P ε and boundary
∂τ . Moreover, the scalar vorticity of v ε is of the form Here supp(ω i,ε ) → x i ∈ Ω means that for δ > 0 the support supp(ω i,ε ) is contained in the δ-neighborhood of x i ∈ Ω provided ε is small. Theorem 2.4 will be proved by the method of stream functions. Recall that a stream function ψ :
for some arbitrary function
and vorticity F ′ (ψ). Using the method from [7, 8] and our Theorems (2.1)-(2.3) there are appropriate functions F ε and solutions of (2.6) with F = F ε which will yield Theorem 2.4. The theorems from [7, 8] cannot be applied directly because there it is assumed that the Kirchhoff-Routh path function H KR has an isolated stable critical point. This will not be the case in general, for instance, it doesn't hold for Ω a disc or an annulus. The latter case is excluded in [7] anyway because there the domain is required to be simply connected. This is needed when one wants to prescribe the boundary flux, not the function ψ 0 .
A compactness result
We fix a function G as in (2.2) such that (A1)-(A4) hold, we fix a function f ∈ C 1 (Ω), and we consider a Hamiltonian H as in (2.1). Then we introduce the function Φ :
Assumptions (A1) and (A2) imply lim
x→∂FN Ω Φ(x) = −∞. 
The rest of this section is concerned with the proof of Proposition 3.1. We argue by contradiction. Suppose there exist a, b ∈ R with a < b, a sequence of points x n = (x n 1 , . . . , x n N ) ∈ F N Ω, and a sequence λ n ≤ 0 such that
Recall from Section 2 the reflection x →x at the boundary, the projection x → p(x) onto the boundary, and the interior normal x → ν(x). These maps are defined for x ∈ Ω 0 close to the boundary. We set d
Proof. These statements follow in a straightforward way from assumptions (A1)-(A4).
We write the proof of Proposition 3.1 for N = 4. The case N = 3 is simpler and can be deduced by forgetting all arguments which involve x n 4 . In the sequel we drop the notation n → ∞ from all kinds of limits. The first lemma does not require hypothesis (2.3). It is sufficient that all Γ i = 0 for i = 1, . . . , 4.
Lemma 3.3. There exist indices
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that |x
. . , 4}. Using Lemma 3.2 we can estimate the energy:
This contradicts (3.1).
After passing to a subsequence we may assume for each i ∈ {1, . . . , 4}: Proof. We set
and compute, using (A1)-(A4), Lemma 3.2, as well as (3.2) and (3.3),
Arguing in the same way, we also obtain that
This implies
i,j∈I,i<j
3). Now (3.3) yields |I| = 2, and since
We also obtain immediately λ n → −1. (ii) I = {2, 4} satisfies (3.3) and d n 2 → 0.
Proof. Suppose I 1 = {1, 3} satisfies (3.3) but, after passing to a subsequence, d
) and λ n → −1 we deduce
This implies |x Without loss of generality we may now assume I = {1, 3} and d n 1 → 0. Thus there holds:
After passing to a subsequence we can also assume for i ∈ {1, 3}:
Clearly we have α 1 , α 2 , β 1 , β 2 ≥ 0.
Lemma 3.6. Fix i ∈ {1, 3} and suppose x n 2 → p ∈ ∂Ω. Then there holds:
Proof. We compute using Lemma 3.2:
This proves (i). Next, (ii) follows from:
In order to see (iii) we calculate:
Finally we prove (iv):
We also need the following equality: 1−λn , and using Lemma 3.2, (3.4) and λ n → −1, we obtain the contradiction:
Therefore we may assume that x 
Passing to the limit now implies:
We used Lemma 3.6 for this computation. Observe that (3.7) implies α 1 , α 2 > 0.
We also have
Since we know x 1−λn we obtain as before
Again we pass to the limit and deduce:
As before we used Lemma 3.6 for this computation. We need one more equation which comes from
Passing to the limit yields
The system (3.7), (3.8), (3.9) has no solutions because α 2 · (3.7) + α 1 · (3.8) + α 2 · (3.9) leads to (Γ
Now we use (3.6) again. The same arguments as in the derivation of (3.7) lead to (3.10)
The additional term involving β 1 , β 2 comes from the fact that x n 4 → p. In the derivation of (3.7) we assumed |x .7) is a special case of (3.10). We need to distinguish two cases:
In CASE 1, after passing to a subsequence we may assume that |x
→ 1, β 1 = α 1 and β 2 = α 2 . Therefore (3.10) reduces to
Moreover, in CASE 1 (3.3) is also satisfied for I = {2, 4}. Thus we obtain
in the same way as (3.11). We need one more equation which comes from
Similar computations as before lead to
In CASE 2 we have |x 
Then the equation
Analogously, the equation
Finally the equations
Now the sum α 2 β 2 · (3.10) + α 2 β 2 · (3.14) + α 1 β 2 · (3.15) + α 2 β 1 · (3.16) + α 2 β 2 · (3.17) leads to (Γ 
Proof of Theorems 2.1-2.3
Proof of Theorem 2.1. There exists a compact subset
, and assumption (A2). Therefore H ≥a = {x ∈ F 2 Ω : H(x) ≥ a} is compact for any a ∈ R. Now we choose a < min H(K 0 ), set δ := 1 2 (min H(K 0 ) − a), and consider F on the compact manifold K = H ≥a with boundary B = H −1 (a). Since min F (K) > max F (B) standard critical point theory yields that a function F ∈ C 1 (F N Ω) with F | K − H| K < δ has at least cat(F 2 Ω) critical points in K. This proves a).
Part b) follows similarly upon passing to the quotient
The proof of Theorem 2.2 and of Theorem 2.3 will be based on a linking argument. In the sequel N will be either 3 or 4. Suppose there exists a (sequentially) compact topological space S, a continuous map
As usual, γ being homotopic to γ 0 means that there exists a continuous deformation H :
We shall prove that if a function F ∈ C 1 (F N Ω, R) is close to H on compact sets then it has a critical point. In order to express the closeness we choose a < min ζ∈S H(γ 0 (ζ)) and b > sup x∈L H(x). Let M 0 be as in Proposition 3.1 for these values a < b. By Sard's theorem we may assume that −M 0 is a regular values of Φ. Since S is sequentially compact we may also assume that −M 0 < inf ζ∈S Φ(ζ). Setting
Observe that D := {x ∈ F N Ω : Φ(x) ≥ −M 0 } is a compact manifold with smooth boundary ∂D = Φ −1 (−M 0 ). We also define
Now we choose ε > 0 satisfying 
Clearly we have
hence V 0 (x) is either tangent to ∂D at x or points inside D. Using (4.3) and (4.5) it is easy to check that
Next we extend this vector field to all of F N Ω. In order to do this we first choose a relatively open tubular
Observe that V 1 is continuous and coincides with V 0 on D b a ∩ ∂D. Therefore, if δ > 0 is small (4.7) implies that
Here we also used that F has no critical point in D 
Now we argue as follows. By (4.2) for each n ∈ N there exists ζ n ∈ S such that ϕ(
Since S is sequentially compact we have ζ n → ζ ∈ S along a subsequence. It follows that x := γ 0 (ζ) ∈ D In the proof of Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 the set L will be L 3 (Ω) := {x ∈ F 3 Ω : x 1 − x 2 + r(x 3 − x 2 ) = 0 for some r > 0}, in case N = 3, and the set L 4 (Ω) := {x ∈ F 4 Ω : x 1 − x 2 + r(x 3 − x 2 ) = 0, x 2 − x 3 + s(x 4 − x 3 ) = 0 for some r, s > 0}.
in case N = 4, as in [6] . So we need to bound H on these sets. Proof. We shall prove that if
. As in Section 3 we drop the notation n → ∞ from all limits, in particular for the terms O(1) and o(1). Without loss of generality we may assume that Γ i = (−1) i k i with k i > 0. a) The Hamiltonian has the form
and assumption (2.3) reads as 
Thus we may assume from now on that d 
for some constant c > 0. For the convergence we used assumption (4.11) and |x 
Assumption (2.3) implies (4.13)
and assumption (2.4) implies (4.14) where α(δ) and β(δ) are independent of x, and χ δ converges to 0 as δ → 0 uniformly in the C 1 -norm on compact sets of F N Ω. Now Theorems 2.1-2.3 yield for δ > 0 small critical points x δ ∈ F N Ω of F δ such that x δ → x * along a subsequence, where x * ∈ F N Ω is a critical point of H KR . As a consequence we obtain corresponding critical points u δ of I as in (5.3), hence solutions v δ of the Euler equation (1.3) . That the scalar vorticity ω δ = ∇ × v δ = −∆u δ concentrates near x * follows as in [7] from the fact that ∆P W δ,xi,a i,δ (x) = 0 if W δ,xi,a i,δ (x) < a i .
